Screen message: Let’s look up a section of the FASB Codification. We’ll look for ASC 605-40-25, the Recognition subtopic within the main topic of Revenue Recognition.

[Screen opens on the Bruno Library homepage.]

Screen message: On the Bruno Library home page, select Databases.

[Screen scrolls down and Databases link is highlighted. Cursor selects Databases. Screen changes to Databases page.]

Screen message: Go into the databases list at the letter “A.”

[Cursor selects A from alphabetical list at the top of the page. Screen changes to list of Databases beginning with the letter ‘A.’]

Screen message: Select Accounting Research Manager.

[Arrow points to Accounting Research Manager link. Cursor selects Accounting Research Manager. Screen changes to Accounting Research Manager website.]

Screen message: We’ll use the FASB Goto # box to look up ASC 605-40-25.

[Arrow points to FASB Goto # search box on the lefthand sidebar on the website. Cursor moves to search box and 605 is typed into the box. A list of codification section numbers beginning with 605 appears in a menu.]

Screen message: We can select our number using the auto-finish feature or just keep on typing.

[The rest of the section number is typed into the search box until 605-40-25 is the only number left in the menu. It is selected and the screen changes to show information about that specific number.]

Screen message: Here we are at ASC 605-40-25.

[The section links are highlighted on the page, showing that it is the correct section. The screen scrolls down to show all of the information about that section of the FASB Codification.]

Screen message: Any questions? Please call on any of the business librarians for assistance.

Angelo Bruno Business Library
Ask a Librarian at
http://www.lib.ua.edu/bruno